A Camouflage technique by Gary Weaks
Here is a recent experience of my with camouflage, or more specifically,
how they did it. I completed a Gloster Gauntlet project started by Terry Overton,
a Skymasters member who passed away in January of 2011. Born in England,
he was partial to British aircraft (putting it mildly). To honoring Terry, I decided to
finish his model as he intended with the desert camouflage of 1940.
My research on the scheme unveiled many variants, not only in color and
design, but in technique. By that I mean; was the camouflage masked, or freesprayed allowing one color to blend into the next? Most photos from that period
show a rather sharp transition between the colors while most artists’ renditions
show a blended transition. I needed a tie-breaker. I followed some discussion
threads on the subject on RC Universe and other web sites. I found several
people asking the same question that I had. The most believable sources
suggest that the Hawker and Supermarine companies at the time had re-usable
rubber masks that were positioned on the aircraft. This makes sense; although
they look random the Hurricane and Spritfire the camouflage designs actually
followed strict patterns. Of course there were also field repairs and customization
applied without masks as depicted in other photos from that period.
Not much information was available on the Gloster process. I started to
paint the scheme with a mask. To me, the masking made the scheme too stark
for a fabric covered biplane. So, I tried free-handing the pattern with my airbrush,
but could not get the well-controlled look that airbrushes are known for. When all
else fails, read the directions, that I could not locate. Back to the web for a look
at the Paasche home page. I obtained a “how to” book from Passche and
learned that I was using the wrong tip and needle for the sharper control I was
looking for. After a few practice sessions I was on my way. I have included a
picture of the rudder with the British desert camouflage using the non-mask
technique.

As a side note, I stumble upon a discussion of the pixilated camouflage
that is popular on U.S. Marine uniforms. Turns out that this is not a
manufacturing incentive, but rather the pixels make a more effective camouflage
than the traditional “organic” shapes. I recently noticed a larger pixel pattern on a
military truck with 2” pixels. I have not seen the pixel technique on any aircraft
yet, but can it be far behind? Wow, won’t that be hard to reproduce in 1/6 or any
scale!

